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We are pleased to announce

ADN-2A new active loudspeakers
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the release of the latest

Firmware version 4.3 released
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SONOSAX SX-ST price down

P.2

SD to CF card adapter
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firmware version 4.3 for all
SONOSAX recorders.
This new version corrects
several bugs and it improves
the recording capability on
the CF Card.
The firmware is available for
immediate download on our
website; we recommend all
users

to

up-date

their

SONOSAX recorder at their
earliest convenience.
CAUTION: Do not forget to
back-up your audio files
before updating the firmware.
After every update we
recommend reformatting the
internal drive and your CF
cards.
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SONOSAX ADN-2A
Two ways active loudspeaker
The pleasure of high quality sound
in the comfort of your home
Result of a demanding and uncompromising process,
this active 2-way loudspeaker is the outcome of a close
collaboration between Antoine Cahen, industrial designer
with an international reputation, and Jacques Sax
founder of SONOSAX.
Initially developed for the consumer market, the sound
quality of the ADN-2A speaker also makes it a high
precision near-field monitoring for professional use in
music or broadcasting studios, control room, OB van,
etc.
The shapes of its compact enclosure (25 x 25 x 25 cm)
has been developed so that it can be placed at two
different angles and thus easily adapt to the layout of
your home or your studio. Regardless of its placement
the ADN-2A will restitute a perfect stereo image.
The housing is made in melamine, a very dense and
heavy material having excellent acoustic characteristics.
Amplified by two power stages - 80 Watts for the bass
and 40 Watts for the trebles - the loudspeaker provides a
wide frequency response with an impressive dynamic
range.
The active filters and the amplifiers were specially
designed to match with the transducers and the volume
of the enclosure at the highest precision.
As an active speaker it can be connected to any
conventional audio source, but also to smart phones,
tablets or computers.

SONONEWS
SONOSAX SX-ST & SX-VT

Price Down
With nearly 200 consoles sold, the SONOSAX
SX-ST has acquired a worldwide reputation
for its very high sound quality and versatility.
Over the years, its reliability has been proven
due to manufacturing quality without
compromise.

www.sonosax.ch
Visit our website and see
what’s new at SONOSAX

Taking advantage of favorable exchange rates
and of the amortization of the development
costs we are pleased to announce a
significant drop in prices of about 20% on
the SONOSAX SX-ST and SX-VT series.
Based on a modular concept, the SONOSAX SX-ST can be configured to suit the specific needs of each
user, whether for on location recording of feature films (used during thousands of shootings such as
James Bond, Harry Potter's, Amours and many awarded movies), live transmissions or high quality
recording of music.
From July 2013, only the Compact version without battery tray (as illustrated) is available; a few battery
trays remain available on special request.
Three frame sizes are offered:
- SONOSAX SX-ST8D-C:
- SONOSAX SX-ST10-C:
- SONOSAX SX-ST12-C:
- Available modules:

Compact housing for max 8 input modules and 1 digital module.
Compact housing for max 10 modules; for ex. 10 input modules
or 9 input modules and 1 digital module.
Compact housing for max 12 modules;
for ex. 12 input modules or 11 input modules and 1digital module.
Mono Mic/Line input / Stereo line input
Digital module comprising:
8x A/D converters
optional 8 tracks recorder with
the new touch screen remote control.

SONOSAX SD to CF Card adaptater
Anticipating CompactFlash card obsolescence, SONOSAX offers a
SD to CF card adapter.
This adapter has been specially optimized for the PIO mode used
in all SONOSAX recorders. It accepts SDHX cards of any capacity.
SD cards being much cheaper than CF Cards, this adapter will also
reduce your production costs.
Available in stock at Fr 45.00 / Euro 36.00 / USD 48.00
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